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A b stract
Two types of bootstrap  procedure based on least squares estim ation in m ulti­
variate autoregressive models are discussed. The behaviour of one, bootstrapping 
the residuals, is considered in more detail. It is shown th a t a naive (uncorrected) 
version of the bootstrap  can be expected to perform badly in small samples but 
th a t it can be expected to perform be tte r if a correction is made for the bias of 
the least squares estim ator.
An expression is derived for the bias of the least squares estim ator in stationary 
m ultivariate autoregressive series w ith Gaußian innovations, which has an error 
which is 0 ( n -3/2) as the sample size n —► oo. W hen a correction based on this 
expression is applied, the bootstrap  estim ator is shown in simulations to perform, 
in term s of bias, as well as the bias-corrected least squares estim ator, and better 
than  the uncorrected least squares estim ator.
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C h a p te r  1
In tro d u c tio n  an d  P re lim in a ry  
R em ark s
1.1 In trod u ction
In this thesis, the effects of small-sample bias on the least squares estim ator in 
m ultivariate autoregressive time series models and on a bootstrap  version of this 
estim ator are considered.
In [16], Kiviet states tha t
small-sample bias of least squares estim ates in autoregressive models 
disrupts bootstrap  inferences even more seriously than  it hampers the 
classical inferences.
In C hapter 2 the least squares estim ator is described and a bootstrap  version 
of it defined. It is shown th a t the bootstrap  estim ate may be affected by the 
small-sample bias at two points in its construction, and hence th a t the conclusion 
draw n by Kiviet above is not surprising. A bias-correction procedure is proposed 
for bo th  the least squares and bootstrap  estim ators in autoregressive models, in 
term s of the bias of the least squares estim ator in the model.
In C hapter 3 an expression for the bias of the least squares estim ator in a 
m ultivariate autoregressive model is derived which has an error which is 0 ( n -3/2) 
as the sample size n —> oo.
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In C hapter 4 the results of a computer simulation are reported which show that 
for the autoregressive models considered, the bias-correction scheme is successful 
in removing bias unless the sample size is very small.
C hapter 5 contains a summary and conclusions.
1.2 N o ta tio n a l P relim inaries
In this Section we outline some notation th a t is not standard.
The thesis deals frequently with real matrices and vectors. If A is a matrix, 
then  A t denotes the transpose of A.  If v is an m  x 1 column vector, then ||v|| 
denotes the usual Euclidean length (vTv )1/2. If A  is an m  x m  m atrix, then ||A|| 
denotes the spectral radius of A, which may be characterised as the square root 
of the largest eigenvalue of ATA [22, pp281,320] . The function || * || is a m atrix 
norm  [22, pl73] , which implies [22, p275] tha t it satisfies the triangle inequality 
and the consistency condition ||Ai?|| <  ||A ||||£ ||, for any m  x m  matrices A and 
B.  It is also the operator norm corresponding to the Euclidean length of vectors 
[22, pl80], which means th a t ||Av|| <  ||A ||||u ||, for any m x m  m atrix A and m  x 1 
vector v. We also shall use the following fact frequently: ||An|| =  ||A ||n for all 
positive integers n and all m x m matrices A.
It is also ncessary to discuss rates of convergence. We first define the notations 
O and o for real sequences and then for vector and m atrix sequences. If (an : n =
1 .2 . .  ..)  is a sequence of real numbers, and (6n : n — 1 ,2 , . . . )  is a sequence of 
positive real numbers, then we write an =  0(b n) iff there is a positive real number 
C  such th a t, for all n, |an | <  Cbn; we write an =  o(6n) iff linin—oo an/bn = 0. 
If (A n : n =  1 ,2 , . . . )  is a sequence of square m atrices or vectors, and (bn : n =
1 .2 . .  . .)  is a sequence of positive real numbers, then we write An =  0 (6 n) iff 
||An || =  0 (6 n), and analogously for o. Although we have used the m atrix  and 
vector norms introduced above to make these definitions, this is not im portant, 
since all m atrix and vector norms are equivalent (in the topological sense) and 
thus convergence with respect to one implies convergence with respect to all [22, 
ppl70,173] . This means for example th a t the theorems of [13, C hapter 5] hold 
for our definition, although the norm used implicitly [13, pl81] to define O and o 
in th a t book is different.
If B  is a set then Zb denotes its indicator function: Zb (x ) =  1 if x £ B  and =  0 
otherwise. If X  is an m x  1 random  vector, then E X  is its expectation and v a r X  its
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(m x m) variance matrix. If B is an event, the probability of B is denoted by P B. 
We employ the standard notation E (X |B)  for the expectation of X  conditional 
on the event B.  The end of a proof is denoted by □.
1.3 Acknowledgem ents
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C h a p te r  2
L east S quares E s tim a tio n  an d  th e  
B o o ts tra p
2.1 In trod u ction
The bootstrap is a resampling scheme of wide applicability. It was proposed by 
Efron and is described extensively in [6], [7], [8] and [9]. In this section a general 
overview of the procedure is given; detailed descriptions of the application of the 
boo tstrap  in least squares estim ation of regressions and autoregressive models are 
the subjects of Sections 2.2 and 2.4, respectively.
A common situation is the following. We axe interested in the estim ation of 
a function h defined on a family of d istribution functions. We observe a sample 
from the (true) distribution F.  Let F  denote the empirical distribution function 
of the sample. Then the bootstrap  hypothesis is th a t h(F)  can be approxim ated 
by h(F ), and the sampling distribution of h(F)  can be approxim ated by th a t of 
h(F ), which can be obtained by a simulation involving the drawing of samples with 
replacement from F.  (If 5  is the empirical d istribution function of a typical such 
sample, the observed distribution of h(S ) as S  varies is taken as an approximation 
to the sampling distribution of h(F).)
The m ethod has been given an asym ptotic justification in many particular 
cases, in [6], [7], [8] and [9]. A more general justification is given in [21] and [3]. 
Most of the emphasis in this work has been on the case of independently and 
identically distributed observations, which does not apply in the autoregressive 
models in which we are interested.
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2.2 B o o tstra p p in g  R egression  E quations
In order to put the autoregressive case in context, we review first the application 
of the boo tstrap  to  the one-dimensional regression model.
Let (y,-, z,-), i =  1 , . . . ,  n be observations from the linear regression model
E ( Y \ X )  = A X  (2.1)
where Y  is a scalar, A  is a 1 x p vector of param eters, X  is p x 1, and the residual 
Y  — E ( Y \ X )  has expectation zero.
Freedman [10] distinguishes two versions of this model: the regression model 
and the correlation model. In the former, Y  — E ( y  |JA) is taken to have a distribu­
tion independent of X  and the values Xi , . . . ,  x n are assumed not random. In the 
la tte r, it is assumed tha t (y1? aq) , . . . ,  (yn, x n) are a simple random  sample from an 
infinite population. In both  cases the least squares estim ator of A  is given by
Ä = ( y TX ) ( X TX ) - \  (2.2)
where X T =  ( x i , . . . ,  x„) and y T =  (y5, . . . ,  yn). The estim ator A  is unbiased for 
A  in the regression model, and asym ptotically unbiased in the correlation model; 
under suitable restrictions on the behaviour of X TX  as n —> oo, and with suitable 
conditions on the variance of the residual, a central limit theorem  holds for A  in 
each model. However, as is pointed out in [10] , the asym ptotics are different for 
the two models unless the correlation model is homoscedastic.
The two types of bootstrapping considered by Freedman in [10] are described 
now.
Suppose first th a t the regression model applies. Let e,- =  ?/,• — Ax{ denote the 
ith  residual, and let {e,b : i =  l , . . . , n )  denote a simple random  sample with 
replacement from {et- : i = l , . . . , n } .  Assume th a t the model has an intercept, 
so th a t the et- have m ean zero. (For a discussion of what happens if the residuals 
are not centred, see [24].) Then generate the bootstrap sample corresponding to 
{e,b : i =  1 , . . . ,  n}  by putting, for i — 1 , . . . ,  n,
y*b =  Axi  +  e,l>.
Because the e f  have expectation zero, the regression assumptions are exactly 
satisfied. T hat is, the bootstrap  observations are generated by the model (2.1) 
w ith A  in place of A, and independent, identically distributed residuals. Thus, if
i k = ( ( y ^ x * 1'* )-1, (2.3)
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is the estim ator obtained from applying (2.2) to  the bootstrap  sample, we see that 
the expected value of Ab conditional on the data is A.
The sampling distribution of A  is now estim ated by the observed distribution 
of Ab as m any bootstrap  samples are drawn. W hether this estim ate is useful 
depends in essence upon how well the model (2.1) fitted to the bootstrap  samples 
approxim ates the model which generated the original data. This point is discussed 
in [24] , where an example is given in which heteroscedasticity of the original model 
leads to  an estim ate of the sampling variance which is too small.
For obvious reasons, we call this version of the bootstrap  technique residual 
resampling or bootstrapping the residuals. We consider now the second version, 
which we call design resampling or bootstrapping the design space. This version 
is recommended by Freedman [10] as appropriate for the correlation model, but 
W eber [24] puts forward an argument for applying it in the regression case as well.
A boo tstrap  sample {(y,b, r , b) : i =  l , . . . , n }  in this case is a simple random 
sample w ith replacement from the data  {(yt-,x,) : * =  l , . . . , n } .  As before, each 
bootstrap  sample furnishes an estim ate Ab of A. If m  bootstrap  samples are 
drawn and Amb denotes their mean, then it is shown in [24] tha t conditional on 
the d a ta  Amb —> A  as m  —> oo, almost surely whatever the distribution of the 
population residuals Y  — E (y|X ). In particular, we do not need to  know that 
these residuals have mean zero. This means th a t this m ethod is insensitive to 
biases in the estim ation of the residual mean, which will lead us to reject it for use 
w ith autoregressions.
F urther refinements of the m ethod are outlined in [3], [18] and [24]. Although 
resampling is generally seen els being typical of the m ethod, Oldford [18] points 
out th a t there are situations in which the sampling distribution of h(F)  can be 
calculated, either analytically or approximately, w ithout simulation. Oldford also 
describes a simulation experiment comparing bootstrapping with the jackknife and 
other procedures.
2.3 T h e L east Squares E stim ator  in A u toregres­
sions
In the next section, we consider in tu rn  the application of the two methods of 
bootstrapping introduced in the previous section to least squares estim ation in 
the m ultivariate autoregressive model. In this section, we describe this model and
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the least squares estim ator.
Let Yi , . . . ,  Yn denote n consecutive observations from the m-dimensional AR (p):
Yt — cL\Yt-i +  . . .  +  apYt_p -f (2.4)
Here the Y{ are m  x 1, at- are m x m  and et is m  x 1. We assume th a t the et are 
d istributed independently and identically w ith m ean zero and (m x m) variance 
m atrix  H .  Now we can rewrite Equation (2.4) as
r y t i d\ . . .  G p _  i  CLp r  ‘ ’ €f '
Yt- i




. Yt- P+1 , . Y t-P . . 0  .
where I  is the m(p  — 1) x m(p  — 1) identity m atrix  and 0 the m(p  — 1) x m  zero 
m atrix.
Thus the m ultivariate AR(p) offers no greater generality than  the m ultivariate 
AR(1). So we consider only the m-dimensional AR(1):
X t =  A X t_i -f- Z t, (2-6)
where X t and Z t are m  x 1 , A  is m x m, and the innovations Z t are independently 
and identically d istributed with m ean zero and variance m atrix G. In order to 
guarantee stationarity, we assume ||A|| <  1.
There is no loss of generality in considering only models which have m ean zero, 
because the estim ators we describe below are invariant under translation of the 
sample by a constant. Thus we always consider w hat is described as the mean- 
corrected or unknown mean version of the least squares estim ator. The discussion 
in the rest of the thesis applies also after obvious changes to  the case in which the 
m ean is known a priori. These usually involve setting the variance of the sample 
estim ate of the mean to  zero in the formulas.
Let X n denote the sample mean and set Ut = X t — X n. The least squares 
estimator of A  is
in  =  C„(—l)C n(0 ) - \  (2.7)
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The estim ator referred to in [23] as the least squares estim ator differs from this 
in th a t a different mean-correct ion is used. The estim ator given the same name 
by Box and Jenkins in [4, p277] is different again: the range of the summation 
in the Cn(0) term  in the estim ator is from 2 to n — 1. It is easily verified tha t 
the differences in expectation amongst these estim ators are 0 ( n -2 ), if A 3 (see 
page 22) holds.
It is well-known th a t, under the conditions described above, as n —► oo Ä n 
converges both  almost surely and in mean square to  A  [15, p210] and also that 
>/n(An — A)  is asym ptotically normal with zero m ean and a constant variance 
m atrix  [15, p329].
2.4 B o o tstra p p in g  A u toregression s
The autoregressive model does not fit into the framework of either the regression 
or correlation models described in Section 2.2 because of the presence of lagged 
values of the response variable on the right hand side of (2.4), so the results of 
th a t Section do not carry over directly to this case. We consider in tu rn  two boot­
strap  procedures for the autoregressive model (2.4) analogous to the procedures 
described in Section 2.2 for bootstrapping in the model (2.1).
Analogous to design resampling, we consider statespace resampling, which is 
defined in the following way. In the notation of the previous section, we define a 
boo tstrap  sample {(X,-+i1>,X ,b) : * =  1 , . . .  , n  — 1} to  be a simple random  sample 
w ith replacement from the set of pairs {(X,+i, X ,) : i =  1 , . . . ,  n — 1}. For the j th  
boo tstrap  sample, we calculate an estim ate
a > = cV(-i)c„>(o)-\
where
cn\s) = - ^ - nfu ,-„ m ,/)T,
n  ~  1 i = i
and Ut,/  has the obvious meaning.
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These estim ates are then averaged to obtain the bootstrap  estimate:
1 JjE-V-
J j=i
Now, conditional on the original data,
J j=l J j=i n 1 «=i
n  1 * = i  J  j = i
which tends with conditional probability one to ■ X^Tj1 U{-sU j = Cn(s) as J  —> 
oo, since for fixed z the Ui-3S (U itf ) T (as j  varies) are independently and identically 
distributed, because of the sampling process, and hence the strong law of large 
num bers applies.
Hence, conditional on the original data, A y  —> A n, almost surely, as J  —► oo.
This argum ent does not use any information about the distribution of the pairs 
(X ,+i ,X t). As was observed in Section 2.2, this estim ator is independent of the 
relationship between Ä  and A, or even whether the original data came from a model 
of the form (2.4). Thus it is of little  use in the absence of prior information about 
this relationship. We consider it no further here, bu t instead tu rn  to the other 
form of bootstrapping, which we call bootstrapping the residuals, as in Section 2.2.
Let
ti — X i — AnX,_i (2.9)
denote the zth estim ated residual, for i = 2 , . . . ,  n, and let e denote the mean 
of these residuals. We draw J  sequences of length n from the set E  =  {et- — 
e : i =  2 , . . . , n }  in the following way: each m ember of each sequence is drawn 
independently (with replacement) w ith probability l / ( n  — 1) from the whole set 
E . If ( e , /  : i =  1 , . . . ,  n) is the j t h  such sequence, we construct the j t h  bootstrap
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sample ( X ^  : i =  1 , . . . ,  n) by:
* 1 /  =  e,>
X 2> =  Ä nX ^  + e2 /
X n > =  +  en >. (2.10)
We then calculate
A> = Cn/C-lJCn/CO)-1, (2.11)
as before, and
=  ( 2.12)
J  J =  l
Since the residuals were centred before resampling, the process defined at (2.10) 
is an AR(1) w ith independent, mean zero innovations. It would not have been 
necessary to centre the residuals if a param eter for the mean had been included in 
(2.6), bu t this would have made notation more cumbersome in later developments.
Thus each bootstrap  sample is a m ultivariate AR(1) with coefficient A n and
hence, conditional on the original data, Aj°  —► An, bo th  almost surely and in mean
square, as J  —► oo. It can also be shown [11, Theorem  4.1] tha t the sampling 
distribution of A n is approxim ated by the sampling distribution of Aj  as n —► oo, 
and th a t as J  —► oo, the distribution of A /  is approxim ated by the empirical 
distribution function of the sample {A /  : j  = 1 Thus  the asymptotic 
behaviour of this version of the bootstrap  is correct.
However, it is not so clear how E Aj°  behaves if the sample size is not large. The 
difficulty is th a t, although the least squares estim ator is asymptotically unbiased, 
it is known to have bias which in small samples can be serious. Thus Aj°  is a 
biased estim ator of A n, which in tu rn  is a biased estim ator of A.  There is, then, a 
double bias effect, which contrasts w ith the unbiasedness of the residual resampling 
version of the boo tstrap  in the regression model.
In the next Section we construct a bias-corrected bootstrap  estim ator, antici­
pating the results of the following C hapter, in which an expression is obtained for
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the bias of the least squares estimator.
A discussion with numerical illustration of the effects of small-sample bias on 
the two- and three-stage least squares estimators in a particular lagged dependent 
variable model is given in [12]. In this example, the bootstrap was able to detect 
the bias, which the asymptotics ignore.
2.5 A  B ias-C orrected  B o o tstra p  E stim ator
In this Section, we assume that the bias B n = EAn — A of the least squares 
estimator is known as a function of the sample size n and the parameters A and G 
of the process. We show how to use this information to correct the least squares 
estimator and, from this corrected estimator, to construct a corrected bootstrap 
estimator. Because we do not vary the number of bootstrap samples, we drop the 
J  from the notation; thus Ab denotes the bootstrap estimator defined in (2.12).
We have
E Än = A + B n(A,G)  (2.13)
and in (2.12), conditional on the original data,
EAb =  An +  Bn(Än, Gb), (2.14)
where Gb is the variance matrix (conditional on the original data) of the process 
which generates the bootstrap innovations e ,/  in (2.10). It is easy to see that, in 
fact,
G' =  Eet>(e,>)T
where
—  E (e ,- -  e)(e; -  e):




n — 1 — m
n
£ ( e ,  -  e)(e< -  e)T
t=2
is the least squares estimator of G in (2.6).
(2.15)
(2.16)
• • • •  • Ä LThe following heuristic argument suggests why the biases in An and A cause 
the bootstrap estimator to behave badly in the autoregressive model. If the sample
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size n and the num ber J  of bootstrap samples are bo th  large, then we would expect 
th a t the unconditional expectation YtBn(An, Gb) ~  B n( A , G), and, from (2.13) and 
(2.14), Ab therefore has approxim ate unconditional expectation A  +  2Bn(A, G). 
Thus, for the bootstrap  estim ator, the bias is likely to be twice as bad as for 
the original estim ator. Indeed, this can be seen to  be a general phenomenon 
for biased estim ators and their bootstraps, provided certain continuity conditions 
on the bias are satisfied and provided th a t the boo tstrap  concerned reflects the 
estim ator sufficiently well.
We consider now how to correct the least squares and bootstrap  estim ators for 
bias. We do not know the true param eters A  and G in (2.13), but can estimate 
them  by An and G. Thus a natural estim ator to use in place of A n is
=  (2.17)
W ith  this new estim ator, we form new residuals =  X{ — A ^ W -i ,  centre 
them , and then construct new bootstrap  samples by sampling from these residuals 
and using the new estim ator in place of An in (2.10). We write A0 for the analogue 
of Ab in (2.12), and note tha t the variance of the new residuals, conditional on 
the original data, is the same as tha t of the old. Thus, conditional on the original 
data,
EA° =  An1 +  B n(An\  Gb). (2.18)
Hence we can adjust A0 to
Aa =  A° -  B n(A n\ G b). (2.19)
This time the correction is exact, not estim ated, since we know the param eters 
of the process which generates the bootstrap  samples. Again, assuming th a t n is 
large enough, we would expect to find th a t Aa is approxim ately unconditionally 
unbiased for A.
Thus we can produce by the above technique a bootstrap  estim ator which 
has desirable first moment properties. We consider briefly the question of bias in 
estim ation of the second moment because the bias-corrections in (2.18) and (2.19) 
depend on the estim ates G and Gb, respectively.
It is shown in [19] th a t, as n —* oo,
E G  =  n ~ 1 ~ m G +  o in -1). (2.20)
n — 1
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This suggests the replacement of G in the relevant formulas by
Gc = — — -—  G , (2. 21)
so th a t, from (2.15), we would use
G1, = n ~ 1 ~ m G =  G c. (2.22)
n — 1
In the next C hapter, we derive an expression of the following form for the bias 
B n as n —* oo:
B„(.4, G) = -----  l— b {AG) +
n — 1
where b does not depend on n. The form of b is given in (3.40). W ith this in mind, 
we finally define what we mean by the bias-corrected least squares and bootstrap 
estim ators.
F irst, the bias-corrected least squares estimator of A  is
A c = Ä n + - i - 6 ( i n, Ge). (2.23)
n — 1
W ith  an estim ate obtained using this estim ator, we proceed as we did with 
above, generating bootstrap  samples and calculating an estim ate A c0 analogous to 
A°. Finally, the estim ate obtained is corrected to
A" = A c° + —i — Gc). (2.24)
n  — 1
Equation (2.24) defines the bias-corrected bootstrap estimator of A.
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C h a p te r  3
B ias  o f th e  L east S q u a re s  
E s t im a to r
3 .1  I n tr o d u c t io n
In this C hapter an expression is obtained for the bias of the least squares estim ator 
in the m ultivariate AR(1) with independent, norm al errors and unknown mean. 
The entire C hapter is a proof of the following theorem.
T h e o re m  1 Let An be the least squares estimator (2.7) of A in the m-dimensional 
AR(1) of (2.6), based on a sample of size n. Suppose that the innovations Zt are 
Gaußian with variance matrix G, and that ||A|| <  1. Then, as n —* oo, the bias 
B n =  E A n — A is of the form:
Bn = —— + 0 (n ~ 3/2),n
where b is given by (3.^0) and depends on the parameters A and G but is indepen­
dent of n.
R ather than  begin with all the assumptions in place, we introduce them  as 
they are needed, thus making it easier to  see where each assumption is used, and 
w hat sort of result might be obtained if some of the conditions were relaxed.
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3.2 N o ta tio n  and A ssu m p tion s
We consider a sample of size n from the AR(1) in (2.6). We adopt the same 
notation as in (2.7) and (2.8). We make the following assumptions:
A1 The series is stationary: ||A|| < 1;
A2 The fourth moment of the innovations is finite: E ||Z f||4 < oo.
Of course, A2 holds if Zt is distributed normally. Two further assumptions 
will be introduced below, as needed. We fix some notation now.
The covariance matrix at lag j  is defined for any integer j  by:
r ( j )  =  E (3.1)
We note that if we set A(k) = Ak if k > 0 and = 0 otherwise, then
OO
r ( j )  = £  A(k)(3.2)
k— — oo
Since Cn(— 1) and Cn(0) are natural estimators of T( —1) and T(0), we introduce
p,  = (c„ (-i)  -  r (-i))r (o )_1 (3.3)
and
9n = (cn(o)-r(o))r(o)_1. (3.4)
It is easily checked that
A n = ( A p n) ( I q n) 1 • (3-5)
It might seem that the scaling by T(0) in (3.3) and (3.4) would have been more 
naturally done by multiplying on the right and on the left by r(0)-1//2 instead 
of on the right by T(0)_1. However, because of the asymmetry in the definition 
of An, any advantage this would provide would be bought at the price of extra 
complexity in the final result (3.40).
Let Vn =  varXn and vn =  ynr(0 )-1.
These notations are connected in the following
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L em m a 2 I f  wn denotes pn or qn, then, as n —► oo,
(a) vn = 0 ( n  *);
(b) Eiun =  —vn +  0 (n ~ 2); and






= ^ E E r0 '-0t= ij= i 
n —1- £ (i _ JiL)r(jfe) (3.6)
Hence, from (3.2) and the properties of norms,
1 00
IIKII < -  E  lir(*)lln ,k =  — oo
1 oo oo
< -  E  E  PO)llllG||||Ao + fc)ii
L j ——oo k = — oo 
-I oo oo
< - | |G | |E E P 0 ' ) l l 2i+‘ . (3-7)
n  j = 0 k =0
and since it follows from A 1 tha t this last sum is finite, we have established (a).
(b)
(n  — 1)C„(—1) =  £(* ,+ 1  -  X n)(Xi -  X n)T
t=l
=  Y.(XW XI  -  XnXI  ~ Xi+lXl  +  XnXl).
»=1
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Thus, taking expectations and dividing by n — 1,
n — 1
c„(—l) = r(-i) + v„-EX„— - Y . X }
n -  1 Tr,
n —1
n ~ l  7=1
n X T -  X T
=  r ( - i )  +  y„ -  E j n - 
^ .T
n -  1
= r ( - l )  + K -  2(1 + —5— )EX„JYj
n — 1
+ E - i - .Y „ X „ T +
n — 1 n — 1
= r ( - i )  -  k
+ E - ^ — -YnX r  +  E —5— .YjÄ'J +  0 ( n - %
n — 1 n — 1
since =  ^ V n = 0 ( n  2), by (a).
Now,
HE\xnXTn
n =  I I ^ E e ^ hu  k = i
=  II^Er(n-t)||
71 k=  l  
1 00
< 7^ E  lir(t)ll
k = —oo
= 0 ( n - %
since the sum is finite (as can be seen from inequality (3.7)).
__ rj-t
Similarly for E^Xx-Yn . This proves (b) for pn, and the argum ent for qn is 
entirely similar.
(c) is a m ultivariate generalisation of a special case of [2, Lemma 3.3].
□
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The following assumption is used in Theorem 3 and Lemma 4:
A3 As n - *  oo, EHC^O)-1!!2 = 0(1).
It is shown in [14, Appendix A] that A3 holds if the distribution of Zt is 
normal. We have
T heorem  3 Assume A3. Then , as n —► oo,
E ||i„  -  A||2 = 0(n->).
Proof.
Ä n - a  =  c n( - i ) c „ (o ) - ‘ -  r ( - i ) r ( o ) _1
= CnC-ijCnCo)-1 -  rc-ijC nC o)-1 -  a  +  r ( - i ) r ( 0 ) r ( 0 ) - 1c n(0)-1 
=  P„r(o )c„(o )-1 -  A g„r(o)c„(o)-1.
Thus, by the triangle inequality and Minkowski’s inequality [5, p47],




=  0 ( n - '/2),
by Holder’s inequality [5, p47] , A3 and Lemma 1(c).
□
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3.3 D eriva tion  o f th e  B ias
The Taylor series expansion described in the next lemma forms the basis for the 
calculation that follows.
L em m a 4 Assume A3. As n oo,
E Ä n =  A -  vn + Avn -  Epnqn + AEql +  0 (n -3/2). (3.8)
Proof. Let S(n) denote the event {||^n|| < 1} and ->S(n) its complement. Define
R n Pn<& +  (-4 +  Pn) E ?= 3 (-l)*<£ if S(n)An — A otherwise
and
Then, because
Pn = Pn -  Aqn -  pnqn +  Aq2n.
(I + qn) 1 = I  -  qn + q2n -  qn3 + •.
is a convergent expansion if S(n)  holds, we have:
4  = c„(-i)cB(o)-‘
= (A + Pn){I  + qn)~l 
= A + ls(n)Pn +  Rn-
Thus,
EAn =  A + E(Zs(n)Pn) + ERn.
We estimate the two expectations on the right.
(3.9)
First we note that, of course,
EPn =  E(Zs(n)Pn) +  E(Z_,s(n)Pn). (3.10)
Now consider, for r, s =  0,1 or 2,
||E(Z.S(n)Pn’V ) | |  < E ||Z ,S(„)P„’V | |
< (E ||X ^(B)||a),/a (E||pBr f ) l/^(E ||SB*||1,||l/1,) (3.11)
which holds for any positive a, ß and 7 such that 1/ a  +  1/ß -f 1/7  =  1, by Holder’s 
inequality [5, p47].
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By the Chebyshev-Markov inequality [13, pl85], for any k > 0 such that the 
right hand side exists,
E||J.s(n)r  = Pfllfcll > 1} < E||9n||2‘“.
By Lemma 3.1(c), the expectation on the right exists for any k and is 0(n~ka) as 
n —> oo. The other two expectations on the right in (3.11) are bounded in n, by 
Lemma 3.1(b), so that for any k > 0, as n —► oo,
E(X„s(n)p„,V )  =  0{n~k),
and hence
E(X.5(„)P„) =  0 { n - k). (3.12)
We estimate now the other expectation in (3.9), which we break up as




< E||pn9n2|| +  E||(A +  pn) ^ ( - l ) V l l ,  (3.14)
k=3
and
E||pn?n2|| < (E||p„||2)1^ 2(E||5n2||2)1^ 2
= 0 (n "3/2), (3.15)
as n —> oo, by Lemma 3.1(c).
Similarly, remembering that S(n) implies that the power series (3.3) is conver­
gent, we see that
oo oo oo
E | p  + P n ) £ ( - i ) V l l  < | |A | |£ E | | ? nf  +  £ E | | ftl9n*||
k—3 k=  3 k=  3
=  0(n~3/2), (3.16)
as n —► oo, again by Lemma 3.1(c).
Hence, putting together (3.15) and (3.16), we see that (3.14) becomes
||E(iJ„|5(n))P(5(n))|| = 0 (n‘3/2). (3.17)
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For the other part of (3.13), we have
||E(Änh S (n ))P (-S (n )) || <  (E||A  -  iC»||*)l'*(EZ*w ||)1'*. (3.18)
By Theorem 3.2, the first factor in (3.18) is finite, whilst, as we have already 
seen, for any positive k the second is 0( n ~k) as n —> oo.
Hence, from this observation and equations (3.13) and (3.17),
E||iJ„|| =  0 ( n - 3/2). (3.19)
Finally, from (3.19), (3.12), (3.10) and (3.9), we see that
E i n =  yl +  EP„ +  0 (n ‘ 3/2),
as n —► oo.
By Lemma 3.1(a) and (b), the lemma now follows.
□
Thus, in order to calculate the bias Bn =  E Än — A  from (3.8), we need to 
evaluate Epnqn, E qn2 and vn. The first two of these are similar; we consider them 
first.
If M  is an m x m  matrix, then we put
(M) =  M  +  (t r M ) I , (3.20)
where t r M  denotes the trace of M.
Clearly,
(M1 + M 2) =  (M1) +  (M2), (3.21)
and we also have, for any invertible m x m matrix P ,
P ( M ) P ~ l =  ( P M P ~ l ) (3.22)
since tr (P M P -1) =  tr (M P -1P ) =  t r (M).
In the next lemma, if VF, X,  Y, Z  are random variables, C(W, X, Y ,  Z)  denotes 
the fourth cumulant of their joint distribution.
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L e m m a  5 / / Y^, Y”2, Y”3 are m x 1 with mean zero, and M  ü  a constant m x m  
matrix, then
e  ( Y t f M Y z Y ? )  =  E(y1i? )M E (y Jy3T) + E (r1r3T)(MTE(r2y3T)) +
where K {j =  £™=1 E " =, r 2o, Fw> F3j).
Proof. The (i, j )  component of ElY^Yj MY3Y j ) is
m m  m mE  E  e ^ . f ^ m f ^ )  =
a = l /3=1 a= l /J=l
+ M aßC(YU, y2a 1 y^d: F3j)],
since EYj- =  0, by a result of Isserlis. (See [20, p325] or [15, p23j.)
Thus
E ( Y t f M Y z Y l )  =  E(YlYl)M E{Y3Y j )  + E{YlYi)M E{Y2Y^)
+ E (Y lY3T) t r ( M TE(  +
□
The presence of the cumulant term  K  in the calculations below using this 
lem m a causes the arithm etic to become very complicated. In order to simplify 
m atters, we now make the following additional assum ption, which has the effect 
of making the cum ulant term  vanish in all applications below of the lemma. We 
assume
A 4 The Zt are distributed normally.
As noted earlier, this means th a t A 2 and A 3 also hold.
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Applying Lemma 5, we have, for 3 = 0 or 1,
E(C„(s)iV/C„(0)) = E MY^U iUj
\ n  L) i=1 j =1
vn L) i=i j= i
+E(f7i+sC7JT)(MTE(J7iC/Jr))].
Hence, talking AI = AIT =  r(0}-1 and letting n  — ►oo, we find
Ep„?„ = E(cn(- i) -r ( - i) )r (o )- '(C „ (o )-r (o ))r (o r 1 
= E cn(- i)r (0 ) '1c„(0)r(0)-1 -  EP„r(o)r(o)_1 
-E r (- i)r (o ) -1c n(o)r(o)-1
=  E C „(-l)r(0 )-1Cn(0)r(0)-1 + vn -  A  + Avn + 0 (n~2)
= r ^ J iT iw ^ u rn o r 'iU iU fm o )-1
\ n  L) i=i j =i
+ E (^ +1[//)<r(or1(!7,t//))r(o)-1]
+u„ -  A + Avn + 0 (n ~ 2)
= ( r ( - i )  -  y„)r(o)_1(r(o) -  K )r(o )-1
+7^  S e W  - i  - 1) -  vn)(m~\r(j -  < -  i) -  K))r(o)-'
A; i=i j=i
— A 4- Aun +  0 (n  2). (3.23)
Since the  sum m and depends only on j — i, we may write the second term  in 
(3.23) as
1 n - 2  IjU
— T E  ( i - - y - m k - i ) - v n) ( m - \ v ( k )
n -  1 te -(n -l) "  “  1
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which in tu rn  may be re-w ritten as
[T(* -  i)(r(o)-1r(fc))r(or1
-  v„(r(o)"1r(fc))r(o)_1
- r(fc-i)(r(o)-Vn(j:))r(o)-1
+ Vn( r ( 0 r IF„(*))r(0)-1]. (3.24)
In (3.24), terms involving Vn can be om itted when we substitu te  into (3.23), 
since, for example,
n_2 \ u \
II £  (i -  - i - L-)v„(r(o)-1r(i:))||
*=-(„-2) ” '  1
< E IIU ||||(r(o ) '1r(^))||
fc= —(n —2)
< E IIKI|(l|r(o)-1r(i)|| + |tr(r(o)-1r(&))|)
k= — (n—2)
< E ilv„||(||r(o)-1||||r(o)||]|>i!|'fci +  m ||r(o )-1||||r(o)||||yi||W)) (3.25)
f c = - ( n - 2 )
since |£rM | <  m ||M || for m  x m  matrices M , and since, by (3.2), ||r(fc)|| < 
l|r(0)||||A||lfcl. Hence, the right hand side of (3.25) is less than  or equal to
0 0
||K||(l + m) E  M 1*1 = 0(n-‘),
k = —oo
as n —> 00, since Vn =  0 ( n _1) and the series converges. Substituting into (3.23), 
we find
E pnqn =  A -  vn -  A vn
E (i -  7^ Y ) r (* -  i)<r(o)-1r(fc))r(o)-1
k= — (n—2)
+ un -  A +  Aun +  0 ( n -2)
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E (i - - i)(r(o)-1r(fc))r(o)- 1
+ 0 (n " 2). (3.26)
Similarly,
1 n - 2  \ h \
e ?«2 =  — r E (i -  -i-L -)r(fc)(r(o )-1r(fc)>r(o)-1 + 0 (n -2). (3.27)
n - 1 jt=—(„—2) n  - 1
Now, breaking up the range of summation and putting B = A~, we have
e P„9„ = ——r[E(i — ~T)^ (fc _ i)(r(o)_1r(fc)) n - 1 fcl n - 1
+r(-i)(r(o)-'r(o))
+ E(i - ——-r)r(-fc - i)(r(o)-1r(-fc))]r(o) - 1
k = 1 n  _  1
+ 0 (n -2)
n — 1
+ E(i -  - ^ T)[r(o)Bfc-1(r(o)-Ir(o)ßt)
k = i  n  - 1
+^*r(o)(r(o)'1A‘r(o))]}r(o)_1
+ 0 (n -2), (3.28)
since for k > 1,
r(fc -1) = rxo)#* -1
and
r(—fe -1) = 4 t+1r(o).
Of course, ( I ) = (m + 1)1, and from (3.22),




m  + 1
n — 1
~ T  r (0 )B - ‘ E ( i  -
, k / D f c \ - n / n \ - l
k = l
w # -  ^ ) A ‘ [A>)
+ 0 (n " 2). (3.29)
The next lemma provides a convenient simplification of (3.29). If M  is an 
m x m matrix, let Spec(M) denote the set of eigenvalues of M. The notation 
HA6 5 pec(A/) KA) indicates a summation over the eigenvalues A of M, with each 
term t(A) repeated as many times as the multiplicity of A. That is, if the distinct 
eigenvalues of M  are A1?. . . ,  Ar, and they have multiplicities m1?. . . ,  mr, respec­
tively,
*(A) = Xj m rt(\) .
\ e S p e c ( M )  i = l
We put
S(M)  =  £  AM(J -  AM)_1 •
A ^ Spec( M)
Then we have
Lemma 6 If M  is an m x m matrix with \\M\\ < 1, then, as n —► oo,
n —2
X ) ( l ----- —  ) M k{Mk) = M 2(I -  M 2) -1 +  5(M ) +  0 (n -T).
Jb=i n  1
(3.30)
Proof. We have the following polynomial identities
n —2 jL n —2 i  n - 2
E a - ^ ^ - ^ E
and
n —2 n —2
(1 — x) 53 kxk =  x k — (n — 2)xn 1. 





Ed- n — 1y
as n —> co.
x ( l - x n~2) 
1 — x
1 x ( l - x n~2)
n — 1 (1 — x)2
x( l  - x ^  +  x71" 1 
1 — x
+  0 ( n " 1)
(n -  2)xn~l 
1 - x  '
x
1 — X
+  0 ( n " 1) (3.32)
Applying (3.32) with x =  M 2 accounts for the first term  on the right in (3.30). 
The other term  is obtained as follows. For any square m atrix  M  over the complex 
num bers, t r ( M k) = Yl\esPec(M) • Let A E Spec(M).  Then apply (3.32) with 
x =  AM to get
^ 2 ( 1 ------— ) \ kM k = \ M ( I  -  A M )"1 +  0 ( n~ l ).
k = i  n  — 1
Summing over A E Spec(M)  gives the result.
□
Applying this lemma, we see tha t
T7\ 771 +  1  4
LiPnQ n  — - An — 1
+ - E - [ r ( o ) B ( /  -  b 2) - 1™ ) - 1 +  r ( o ) B - 15 (B ) r (o ) " 1
n — 1
+ A 3( I  -  A2) ' 1 +  .45(A)] +  0 ( n - 2). (3.33)
We can take advantage of the symmetries in (3.33) as follows. Let D = 
r(0)Br(0)_1 and for any square m atrix  M ,  let
V ( M )  = M 2(I  -  M 2) - 1 +
It is easy to verify th a t
r(o)B(M)r(o)_1 =T>(r(o)Mr(o)-'), (3.34)
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+ ------\D~XV(D) + AV(A)\ + 0 (n -2).n — 1 (3.35)
Similarly,
E qn2 =
m -f  1 
n — 1
1—rlnD) + P(A)] + 0 (n -2)n — 1 (3.36)
From (3.8), the bias is therefore
Bn = -(I - A)v„-  - i —( D -1 -  A)V(D) + 0 {n -3' 2). n — 1 (3.37)
It remains to calculate vn. From (3.6) and [13, p232], we see that
n V n  =  2tt/(0 ) -  T ?  -  T - ,
where /  is the spectral density of the process (2.6) and T+, T~ are the tail sums
and
h
Tn = E (i -  —  ) A km ,
k=n
00 £
T n =  E(1 - —l_ n — 1
We calculate the order of T+ as n —> oo. By (3.2),
oo





0 ( n - 1),
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the last equalities following from (3.31) and the fact that, since \\A\\ < 1, An = 
Hence T+ and, by a similar argument, T~ are 0 (n -2)as n —* oc.
From [15, p67],
Thus
vn =  - ( /  -  A)~lG(I -  B ) - 1 + 0(n~2). (3.3S)n
Returning to (3.37), we find that the bias can be written in the form
B n  = - -  +  0 (n -3' 2), n
where b is a function of the parameters of the process, but is independent of n. In 
fact, we have
b = G(I — B ) - 1 r(O )-1 +  ( I T 1 -  A)V(D).  (3.39)
Now, by (3.34),
(£>-1 — A)V{D) = (D~l — >l)r(0)'P(B)r(0)_1
= (r(o )B -1r(o )_l -  4 ) r ( o ) ß s - 1p ( s ) r (o ) " '
=  (r(o) -  AT(o)B)B-1v ( B ) r { o y 1
= G B - lV(B)T(  O)"1,
since T(0) = >ir(0)B +  G.
Using this in (3.39), we obtain
b = G[(I -  B ) - 1 + B ( I  -  B 2) - 1 + A ( J - AB)-1]r(0)‘ 1. (3.40)
\£Spec(B)
If we apply this result in the one-dimensional case, that is to the AR(1):
Vt  —  P V t - i  +
we find that the first-order bias term — b/n is
——(1  -  />2)[— +  - 4 —  +
Ti p , A - 0  l - o 2 l - o 2
1 + 3 p 
n ’
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which agrees with the result obtained by Marriott and Pope [17, Equation (4.07)].
An expression which can be shown to be equal to (3.40) has also been given 
independently by Tjpstheim and Paulsen [23, p397], but they do not give a detailed 
derivation and do not estimate the order of the error.
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C h a p te r  4
A S im u la tion  E x p e rim en t
4.1 In trod u ction
In this chapter a com puter simulation is described and the results discussed.
The object of the simulation was to compare, in small to  moderate-sized 
samples from a stationary  autoregressive process w ith normal errors, the esti­
m ates of the coefficients obtained by three m ethods discussed in C hapter 2: least 
squares (2.7), least squares with bias-correction (2.23) and bootstrapping with 
bias-correction (2.24).
Sample sizes of 30, 60, 80 and 100 were used. For each sample size and pair of 
param eters Gq, a2 in Table 4.1, one hundred samples of th a t size were drawn from 
the AR(2) having those param eters as coefficients in (2.4) and independent errors 
normally d istributed w ith mean zero and unit variance. Table 4.1 also shows the 
eigenvalues of the m atrix  A  in the notation of (2.6), corresponding to th a t choice 
of CL\ ,  0,2 •
For each sample, the three estim ators were calculated, three hundred bootstrap 
samples being drawn for each sample.
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Param eters Eigenvalues
a\ «2 Ai a2
0.9 -0.14 0.7 0.2
-0.4 0.21 -0.7 0.3
1.0 -0.5 0.5 +  0.5* 0.5 -  0.5i
1.45 -0.525 0.75 0.7
1.85 -0.855 0.95 0.9
Table 4.1: Param eters used, and associated eigenvalues.
4.2 C om p u tation a l D eta ils
The sim ulation was carried out in a FORTRAN program  running under VMS 
on a VAX 11/780, w ith calls to the NAG subroutine library [1] for many of the 
com putations: in particular, the generation of the samples, the selection of the 
boo tstrap  samples, least squares estim ation and many of the m atrix calculations.
One run of the program  involved the generation of one hundred samples for a 
given sample size and pair of param eter values ai and a2, calculation of the three 
estim ates and the analysis of the results in a SAS program. The samples were 
generated using the NAG routine G05ECF [1]; in each run of the program, 500 
observations were generated and discarded before the first sample was drawn. A 
further 500 observations were discarded between each subsequent pair of successive 
samples. The am ount of CPU time required ranged from 30 to 150 minutes. This 
involved, amongst other things, 30,000 least squares estimations, and represents 
an average of 18 to  90 seconds per sample.
4.3  R esu lts
Tables 4.2 to 4.11 give the means over all samples of each of the estim ators of 
each param eter oq, a2, classified by sample size. In those tables LSE denotes least 
squares estim ator, and BSE denotes bootstrap  estim ator. Those values indicated 
w ith a 0 were derived after deletion of outliers. For situations where estim ation was 
difficult (small samples, large eigenvalues), these outliers were numerous and large. 
The worst case (sample size 30, eigenvalues 0.9 and 0.95) involved the deletion of 
35 obvious outliers from 100 observations. In the best cases, only one or two 
outliers were found. In all cases, only obvious outliers were deleted. These ranged 
in m agnitude from 10 to  100,000 times the other values, which were comparable 
w ith the least squares estim ates. It is clear tha t in order to make this version of
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the boo tstrap  a practical tool, some form of robustification will be needed.
In Tables 4.12 to  4.21 are shown the differences (true  — en try ) of the entries 
in Tables 4.2 to  4.11 from the true value of the param eter. It is clear th a t the 
bias-correction has been effective in all but the worst cases, when the sample size 
is very small and the eigenvalues are very large. In fact, on only 7 occasions out 
of a possible 40 is the uncorrected estim ator be tter than  the corrected, and there 
are ties to three decimal places on 5 occasions. On the other hand, the corrected 
boo tstrap  estim ator performs approximately as well as the corrected least squares 












100 0.895 0.912 0.911 0.011
80 0.870 0.892 0.890 0.011
60 0.870 0.899 0.895 0.012
30 0.789 0.844 0.829° 0.020











100 -0.397 -0.388 -0.388 0.011
80 -0.416 -0.406 -0.406 0.012
60 -0.418 -0.405 -0.406 0.012
30 -0.473 -0.450 -0.412° 0.020











100 1.002 1.017 1.017 0.010
80 0.976 0.995 0.995 0.010
60 0.981 1.006 1.004 0.011
30 0.922 0.970 0.963 0.017












100 1.435 1.454 1.453° 0.009
80 1.419 1.443 1.440 0.010
60 1.413 1.444 1.442° 0.011
30 1.328 1.383 1.369° 0.019











100 1.816 1.833 1.835° 0.007
80 1.803 1.822 1.820° 0.008
60 1.775 1.796 1.800° 0.011
30 1.679 1.715 1.716° 0.018











100 -0.165 -0.152 -0.153 0.011
80 -0.151 -0.133 -0.134 0.012
60 -0.175 -0.153 -0.154 0.012
30 -0.168 -0.122 -0.131° 0.020












100 0.196 0.224 0.225 0.012
80 0.168 0.202 0.203 0.012
60 0.166 0.211 0.212 0.012
30 0.101 0.184 o t—1 CO h-
1 o 0.021











100 -0.516 -0.517 -0.517 0.009
80 -0.493 -0.492 -0.494 0.011
60 -0.509 -0.509 -0.509 0.011
30 -0.485 -0.479 -0.481 0.019











100 -0.530 -0.531 -0.534° 0.009
80 -0.518 -0.519 -0.521 0.010
60 -0.529 -0.531 -0.536° 0.011
30 -0.488 -0.488 -0.506° 0.018












100 -0.831 -0.S42 -0.849° 0.006
80 -0.819 -0.831 -0.835° 0.008


















100 -0.005 0.012 0.011 0.011
80 -0.030 -0.008 -0.010 0.011
60 -0.020 -0.001 -0.005 0.012
30 - 0.111 -0.056 -0.071° 0.020












100 0.003 0.012 0.012 0.011
80 -0.016 -0.006 -0.006 0.012
60 -0.018 -0.005 -0.006 0.012
30 -0.073 -0.050 -0.012° 0.020












100 0.002 0.017 0.017 0.010
80 -0.024 -0.005 -0.004 0.010
60 -0.019 0.006 0.004 0.011
30 -0.078 -0.030 -0.033 0.017
Table 4.14: Errors in estim ates of a\ when true value is 1.0, eigenvalues are 












100 -0.015 0.004 0.003° 0.009
80 -0.031 -0.007 -0.010 0.010
60 -0.037 -0.006 -0.008° 0.011
30 -0.122 -0.067 -0.081° 0.019












100 -0.034 -0.017 -0.015° 0.007
80 -0.047 -0.028 0.030° 0.008
60 -0.075 -0.054 -0.050° 0.011
30 -0.171 -0.135 -0.134° 0.018












100 -0.025 -0.012 -0.013 0.011
80 -0.011 0.007 0.006 0.012
60 -0.035 -0.014 -0.014 0.012
30 -0.028 0.018 0.009° 0.020













100 -0.014 0.014 0.015 0.012
80 -0.042 -0.008 -0.007 0.012
60 -0.044 0.001 0.002 0.012
30 -0.109 -0.026 -0.029° 0.021












100 -0.016 -0.017 -0.017 0.009
80 0.007 0.008 0.007 0.011
60 -0.009 -0.009 -0.009 0.011
30 0.015 0.021 0.019 0.019












100 -0.005 -0.006 -0.009° 0.009
80 0.007 0.006 0.004 0.010
60 -0.004 -0.006 -0.011° 0.011
30 0.037 0.037 0.019° 0.018













100 0.024 0.013 0.006° 0.006
80 0.036 0.024 0.020° 0.008
60 0.059 0.045 0.031° 0.010
30 0.127 0.105 0.074 0.018
Table 4.21: Errors in estim ates of a2 when true  value is -0.855, eigenvalues are 
0.95 and 0.9.
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C h a p te r  5
S u m m a ry  a n d  C o n c lu s io n s
5.1 Sum m ary
Two types of bootstrap  estim ation in autoregressive models have been discussed 
and the behaviour of one, bootstrapping the residuals, considered in more detail. 
We have seen th a t a naive (uncorrected) version of the bootstrap  can be expected 
to perform badly in small samples but tha t it can be expected to perform be tter 
if a correction is made for the bias of the least squares estim ator.
An expression has been derived for the bias of the least squares estim ator in 
stationary m ultivariate autoregressive series w ith Gaußian innovations, which has 
an error which is 0 ( n “3/2) as the sample size n —* oo. W hen a correction based on 
this expression is used, the bootstrap  estim ator has been shown in simulations to 
perform, in terms of bias, as well as the bias-corrected least squares estim ator, and 
b e tte r than  the uncorrected least squares estim ator. However, the evidence seems 
to suggest tha t the bootstrap  estim ator is more unstable than  the least squares 
estim ator, in the sense th a t it is more likely to  produce extreme outliers.
5.2 C onclusions
The main conclusion to be drawn from this work is th a t the residual resampling 
bootstrap  based on the least squares estim ator performs satisfactorily if a correc­
tion is made for the bias.
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The am ount of CPU time required on a VAX 11/780 to perform the bootstrap  
calculations has not been prohibitive, averages varying between 18 and 90 seconds, 
depending on the param eters and sample size, for 300 bootstrap  samples.
The bootstrap  estim ates need to be robustified, at least by deleting outliers, if 
sensible results are to be obtained in small samples.
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